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The Matthew Effect and Intrinsic Quality in
Patent Citation Networks
Many aspects of scientific performance exhibit what Robert Merton dubbed the ‘Matthew Effect’, i.e.
initial success seems to breed subsequent success. In patent citations, this is manifest by what in
network theory is called ‘preferential attachment’: the probability of receiving a citation at any
moment is an increasing function of cumulative citations received previously. If the existence of
previous citations itself generates subsequent citations, then this empirical regularity represents a
true dynamic feedback. An alternative explanation is that inventions differ in their unobserved
intrinsic quality; better patents are cited more early on and also later in their lives, but there need be
no causal influence of the early citations on later success. We build an empirical model to test the
effects of preferential attachment, intrinsic quality and technological obsolescence in patent
citations. We find that all three contribute to observed empirical citation time paths.
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